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VirtuaGirl HD.The social media giant has provided a draft of its proposed plan to fix
“issues” it has identified in US political advertising, which would involve introducing
additional technology and security controls. “Given the breadth of the project and the
considerable amount of work ahead of us, there may be some delays in rolling out our

plans,” reads a note to Facebook users from its head of policy, Monika Bickert. The note
said that Facebook will provide additional information on the project on its policy blog.

“We’ll also be taking questions from the public and working with experts and others on the
best way to bring this important change to the world.” Facebook said that government
regulation would have no impact on its ability to publish political ads, even though it is

currently being investigated in at least two probes into its conduct in the 2016 US election
cycle. The company has already disclosed its plans to introduce public disclaimers for
political ads on a trial basis, allowing candidates and advocacy groups to include a link,

disclaimer or “advertorial” in their paid posts before October. Officials said that the
strategy is intended to provide more transparency for users by indicating which publisher
paid for a post and encouraging users to follow the links and review the text. Facebook
will also soon introduce rules for political ad-targeting tools that the company intends to
roll out to users by the end of September, to help users identify and avoid the misleading
or false content that targeted political ads would produce. Facebook will also notify users
about political ad content over micro-targeting in the days leading up to an election, notify
users about paid posts about topics closely associated with the election, and create a new
election period section on the Facebook site. Facebook said that it will also notify users
about paid posts before or during an election to flag them for public review, while also

testing sharing “common stories from different sources” in order to “increase the amount
of information we show to people about political ads.” The plan to be introduced in

September follows a four-year campaign by the European Union, which has proposed
guidelines for the online sector on digital content, that would require online platforms to

apply existing data protection law to political content, including having to remove any
illegal information or 3e33713323
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